Fight for the control of spice; based on Frank Herbert's novel
Friendly aliens living at the bottom of the ocean: "The ___"
First of a series of Sigourney Weaver's close encounters
Will Smith and Tommy Lee Jones save the planet in "Men in ___"
"I, ___" featuring Will Smith in the story by Isaac Asimov
"Close Encounters of the ___ Kind"; Steven Spielberg classic
Michael J. Fox has to get "Back to the ___"
Keanu Reeves series where computers control the world
Monkeys rule the world in "___ of the Apes"
Jodie Foster finally hears from another world; Carl Sagan novel
"2001 - A Space ___"; Stanley Kubrick's classic
Peter Weller's cyborg law enforcer serves Detroit
"___ Park" showed how to use prehistoric DNA to make dinosaurs
Classic big monkey movie, now with a Peter Jackson remake
Tom Cruise arrests people before they commit crimes: "___ Report"
Alien with semi-invisible camouflage comes to hunt men on Earth
Space-time portal with links to an ancient Egyptian civilization
Roddenberry's TV and movie series with several spin-offs
One of the most successful Sci-Fi movie franchises ever
Land a space shuttle, drill a hole, plant a bomb, blow up an asteroid
New series featuring Vin Diesel "The ___ of Riddick"
"The Day the Earth ___ ___" played on tension of the Cold War era
Series with Schwarzenegger's trademark character
Harrison Ford hunts illegal clones in this Ridley Scott classic
"E.T. phone home"; the most loveable extra-___ ever
Arnold discovers alien ruins and give Mars an atmosphere
1931 Classic based on the book by Mary Shelley
"___ Day"; Aliens try to take over the Earth around the Fourth of July